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If n = p + q + I, the atline Grassmann manifolds G(p, n) of p-planes and G(q, n) 
of q-planes in Iw” are dual homogeneous spaces of the Euclidean motion group 
M(n), with 5 E G(p, n) and n E G(q, n) being incident if and only if 5 meets q at a 
right angle. The resulting integral transform from functions on G(p. n) to functions 
on G(q, n) generalizes both the classical Radon transform and its dual. We show 
that this transform intertwines the actions of certain M(n)-invariant differential 
operators on G(p, n) and G(q, n), and we prove an inversion formula for this trans- 
form when n is odd, generalizing the Radon inversion formula, and obtaining in 
particular an inversion formula for the dual transform. 1 1987 Academic Press. Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
A central problem in integral geometry and harmonic analysis is how to 
recover a function f on a manifold X from its integrals over certain selected 
submanifolds having given measure, the classical example being the Radon 
transform on KY’. A very large and interesting class of such integral trans- 
forms may be presented in terms of dual homogeneous paces of a locally 
compact group [7]. In particular, [w” and the space G(n - 1, n) of unorien- 
ted hyperplanes in IF!” are dual homogeneous spaces of the Euclidean 
motion group M(n) [7]. The incidence relation between points and hyper- 
planes is the usual one and the corresponding integral transforms are the 
classical Radon transform .f --+ Rf and its dual I$ -+ R’# on IV’. 
In this paper we generalize this duality between points and hyperplanes 
in R” to a duality under M(n) of the afline Grassmann manifolds G(p, n) 
and G(q, n) of p-planes and q-planes in W, respectively, where n = p + 
q + 1. (G(0, n) is understood to mean W.) Under this duality, a p-plane 
5 E G(p, n) and a q-plane 9 E G(q, n) are incident if and only if 5 intersects r] 
at a right angle. The corresponding integral transform R,.,: C,.(G(p, n)) + 
C(G(q, n)) includes the Radon transform and its dual as special cases; 
indeed, Ro,,,+ , = R and R,, ,.(, = R’. 
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We w 11 show that the transform R,,, intertwines the actions of certain 
M(n)-inlrariant differential operators on G(p, n) and G(q, n). We will also 
prove, a; our principal result, an inversion formula for the map f -+ R,,, f 
(f E C,? (G(p, n))) when n is odd. For p = 0, this inversion formula reduces 
to the cl,issical Radon inversion formula and for q = 0 an inversion formula 
for the cual transform is obtained. 
In Sec:tion 1, we prove some preliminary lemmas on the effect of the 
Riesz pc tentials P on the Radon and dual transforms. In Section 2, we 
obtain a I inversion formula for the dual transform 4 + R’cj, for functions 4 
belonging to the Schwartz class Y(G(n - 1, n)) [6], when n is odd. This 
generalizes a theorem of Helgason [6, Theorem 4.5(i)] inverting the dual 
transforrn for a more specialized class of functions contained in 
Y(G(n- 1, n)). 
In Section 3, we examine the group-theoretic duality between G(p, n) 
and G(q. n) in detail and we derive the inversion formula for the transform 
R p,y. In Essence, this amounts to decomposing R,., into a combination of 
Radon and dual transforms on appropriate subspaces of IR”; Radon inver- 
sion and the inversion formula obtained in Section 2 are then applied to 
invert R ,,q. 
The author wishes to thank his thesis advisor, Professor Sigurdur 
Helgason, for introducing the problem of inverting the transforms R,,, and 
for his astute and useful observations, as well as his advice and 
encoural;ement. during the course of this work. He is also grateful to the 
referee for suggesting several improvements in the manuscript. 
1. RIESZ POTENTIALS AND THE RADON TRANSFORM 
In this section, we adopt the notation of [7, Chap. I]. If 7~ @,, = 
C\(n, n-k 2, n + 4,...}, f’ will denote the Riesz potential 
where H,(>r) = 27n”~2f($~) r(f(n - ?I))- I. When Re y < 0, this is interpreted 
as an an dytic continuation. For any real number p such that -2p E C,, the 
fractional power Lp of the Laplacian L on [w” is then defined by ( - L)P f = 
I-'"f ( ~EY(IW”)). Then the Fourier transform f of f satisfies 
((-L)p.frw= l~12Pfw 
Accorliing to Ortner [ 16, Satz 91 the following formula holds: if y, p E @,, 
such that Re(y + p) < n, then 
ppj- = p’ + “j; fELqW). (2) 
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We employ the usual (two-to-one) identification of S” ~ ’ x iw with 
G(n-1,n): (o,r)={x#](. r,w)=r} if OES”-’ and ~E[W. The dif- 
ferential operator 0 on G(n - 1, n) is defined by O#(w, r) = Z’/&*#(w, r) 
for any 4~ C*(G(n - 1, n)). The Schwartz space Y(G(n - 1, n)) is by 
definition the set of all even 4 E C”(S” - ’ x [w) such that 
for all k, I E Z + and all differential operators D on s” - I. (See [6].) 
Suppose now ti~Y(G(n- 1, n)). In accordance with (l), the fractional 
power Ok4 is defined by 
1 
=H,(-2k) -x s 
x d(o,s) lr-s(-*‘-l ds 
interpreted, as above, for k 30 by analytic continuation. Then the one- 
dimensional Fourier transform 6 of 4 with respect o the variable r satisfies 
[( - 0 lk mw, r) = lrlZk &4 r). 
LEMMA 1.1. Let cj E Y(G(n - 1, n)) and k 20. Then there exists a con- 
stantCsuchrhat I(-O)k~(0,r)ldC(1+Irl)-2k-‘foraf~wES”-’,rE[W. 
Proof: For integral values of k, this follows directly from the definition. 
For fractional values of k, the lemma follows from Lemma 1 of [ 163, since 
the set { & ~1, . ) I u’ E .S”- ’ ) is a bounded subset (in the topology) of Y( Iw). 
LEMMA 1.2. Let .f E 9’( R”). Then for any k 3 0, 
R((-L)k.f)=(-cl)“Rf: (3) 
Proof If k E H +, (3) is obvious so we assume k $ Z +. By Lemma 1 of 
[16], (-L)kf(x)=O(IxI-n-2k) as ]xI+~, so R((-L)kf) is well 
defined. Equation (3) follows, since for fixed o E s” ‘, the one-dimensional 
Fourier transform of both sides of (3) with respect to the variable r is 
IrlZk7(rw). 
Finally we have the following version of the Radon inversion formula 
(( 12), p. 11 in [Z], given without proof): 
cf=R’((-O)‘“~“:*Rf), fEY(W (4) 
where c = (47~) (a- ‘):* r(+) r(T) ’ --I When n is odd, (4) is classical. When n 
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is even, it is easy to see by application of the one-dimensional Fourier 
transforrl that for any 4 E Y(G(n - 1, n)), 
where Ir, is the Hilbert transform. In this case, (4) follows from 
Theorem 3.4, Chapter I of [7]. 
2. AN INVERSION FORMULA FOR THE DUAL TRANSFORM ON IR" 
Our a;m in this section is to prove the following inversion formula: 
THEOREM 2.1. (n odd) rf4~Y(G(n- l,n)), then 
cd= R(L In-l).2 R’#) (1) 
This formula was proved by Helgason [6] for functions 4 belonging to 
the space: Y*(G(n-l,n))=(d~Y(G(n-l,n))lf~,$(o,p)pkdp=O for 
all OES’+‘, FEZ+ ). A weak version of (1) has been obtained by Hertle 
[ 111 for 4 an integrable distribution on G(n - 1, n). The even-dimensional 
version c,f ( 1) has recently been obtained by Solmon [ 191. 
Although we will prove a slightly more general version of the above 
theorem, which is necessary for Section 3, the idea of its proof is as follows. 
By expairding 0 in spherical harmonics, and using the Funk-Hecke for- 
mula, ore can find a positive constant K, such that IL(“-“‘2R’qi(~)I < 
K, 1x1 -n (X bounded away from 0). It follows that the Radon transform 
1 RL’“- ” ‘R’&w, r)l < K, It.1 -’ f or some constant K, (Irl bounded away 
from 0). It will also be shown that cqb - RL’“-‘).‘ZR’4 belongs to the 
nullspaa :t” of the dual transform, so by Helgason’s characterization 
[S, 91 of ,,t*‘, the coefficients of the spherical harmonic expansion of 
(cd- RL’“-“,‘*R’cj)(o, r) in o must be polynomials in r. However, by the 
second estimate above, these coefficients vanish at infinity. Hence they must 
be zero, so that (cq5 - RL’“- ““R’~)(co, r) = 0. 
According to this theorem, if d E C,Y(G(n - 1, n)), then RL’” ~ ‘)‘2Rtcj has 
compact support since it is, in fact, a multiple of 4. One cannot use the 
support theorem (Theorem 2.1 of [6]), however, to conclude that 
L’” ~ ‘)“1!‘q5 is compactly supported. L ‘n-1”2R’q5(x) does indeed vanish at 
infinity, but not in general faster than all negative powers of (xl, as is 
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required by the support theorem. Thus, in particular, RL’“-- ““R’q5 need 
not satisfy the Helgason moment conditions [6]. 
A. Asymptotic Estimates 
In order to show that RL’“- “/‘R’q5 exists, we obtain the following basic 
estimate for the rate of decrease of images of Y(G(n - 1, n)) under the dual 
transform: 
THEOREM 2.2. (n arbitrary) For 4~ Y(G(n - 1, n)) and de B+, bile have 
LdR’q5(x) = 0( 1x1 -Zd-‘) as 1x1 -+ ‘x. 
This theorem is proved in several steps. 
(i ) Spherical harmonic expansion. For 1= 0, 1, 2,... fix an orthonor- 
ma1 basis { Y,(o) 1 1 d m <d(f)) of the space of degree I spherical har- 
monics in L’(S’-I). We have d(0) = 1 and d(l) 6 CP2 for all I > 0, where 
C is a constant [ 151. Moreover, by Lemma 8 of [ 151, we can estimate 
each spherical harmonic: 1 Y,,,,(o)1 6 (d(l))’ 2. 
Expanding d in spherical harmonics, we have 
an absolutely and uniformly convergent series in (0, s) E S”-- ’ x R which 
can be differentiated term by term in s and w. Here, 
g/m(s) = jsnm, &u, s)Y,,(w) do.
Note that g,( -s) = ( - 1)’ g!,(s). 
Now let s E R”\, { O}, r = 1.~1 and ?I’ = .u//.yl. Then 
40 
since we are integrating a uniformly convergent series over a compact set. 
R’$,,Jx) is obtained more explicitly using the Funk-Hecke theorem ((23), 
p. 247 in [ 1, Vol. 21; see also Ludwig’s paper [ 14, Lemma 5.41). 
R’qJ,(x) = Q,-, Y,,,,(x’) j’ P[(n, t) g,,(rt)( 1 - t2)‘nP3)“2 dr (2) -1 
where a,-, is the area of S+‘c (w”- ’ and P,(n, t) is the Legendre 
polynomial of degree I in n dimensions. 
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Now if L, denotes the Laplacian on R”, acting at the point x = TX’, then 
(3) 
where L: is the Laplacian on the unit sphere Ix’~ = 1. Here, P( j, k, q) = 0 
unless j-t k = 2d. By (2) and (3), 
L”R’d ,,(x) = Q, , 
c i 
P(j,k,q)[-I(l+n-2)lY Yr,(~~‘)~r2-“~2d 
0 < j,k < 2d 
O<q<d 
j;, Pi($) g~~)(u)u’(r’-u’)l”-“~‘du} (4) 
where g),,‘(u) = (d//d&) g,,(u). 
(ii) An estimate for g;;,‘(u) uJ. Let 12 1. Since the operator L, is 
symmetrc on S- ‘, 
.:l!!(u) = s ”~, 2 40, ~1 Y,,(o) da 
= [-l(i+n-2)]-“‘il~-,~L~C(w, u)y/,,odw (5) 
where M is any nonnegative integer (which we will later make specific). 
Since q5~rP’(G(n- 1, n)), there exists a constant K, such that for all 
O<.j<2tl, WES’~‘, and UER, 
-$ L$‘c+T~(o, u) (1 + u2) Iulj< K,. 
Hence b:? (5), (6) and the estimate for Y,,Jw), 
Ig:,i,‘(u)u’ldSZ,[I(f+n-2)]~“d([)’,’K,(1+u2)-L 
for each u E IR. 
(7) 
If I= C, then d(f) = I and YO,(o) = Q,;‘;‘, so that 
g#u)=8,;’ 2 
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Then by (5) with M= 0 and the corresponding constant K,, 
lgg’(u)u’l <K&‘2(1 +u2)-’ (8) 
(iii) Proof of Theorem 2.2. Let P = maxj,k,4 1P(j, k, q)j and suppose 
I> 1. Then by (4) and the estimate (7) above, 
ILdR’q4,m(x)l <Q,-, c P[l(f + n - 2)]dd(f)‘:2 
j.kq 
‘r 2-n-2d 
I 
' an[I(I+n-2)]yd(1)"* 
-r 
. K,( 1 + u2)-‘(r’ --u~)‘~~~“~ du 
I 
. (9) 
To obtain this last inequality, we have also used the fact that IP,(n, t)l 6 1 
when ItI Q 1 [21]. 
Now if n > 3, then 
r (1 +U2)~l(r2-U2)(n-3~i2dU~7Crn-3. 
-r 
If n = 2, the integral 
1’ (l+u2)~‘(r2-~2)~1~2du=2j’(1+~2)~1(r2-z?~”2dU 
-r 0 
is improper, but is nonetheless convergent. By writing the latter integral as 
the sum Sb’i2)’ + J;I,~,~ + j;-, , it can in fact be easily estimated to be O(r ~ ‘). 
Thus for any n 2 2 there exists a constant B such that 
s r (1 + u2)-‘(y2 - U2)(n-3)i2 du < Brne3. (10) -r 
Since the sum in (9) is taken over all 0 < j, k < 2d, 0 < q < d, we have by 
(10) 
IJ!,~R’~~,(x)~ <f2,-,l2,,(2d+ l)‘(d+ 1) PK,Bd(l)[f(I+n-2)]d-Mr-2d-1 
=D,d(f)[f(I+n-2)]"pM IxIpZdp'. 
But [I(f+n-2)]d-M<[2d~2M (assuming M> d), so that by the estimate 
for d(l) 
ILdR’tj,m(x)l < CD,I”-2~2d-2M Ix1 -2d-’ =E,[-M’ lx1 -2d- 1 
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where E,, = CD, and M = 2M- 2d - n + 2. Here M, and hence M’, are 
integers that can be made as large as we please. (Of course, the constants 
D, and .5, depend on our choice of M. ) 
If I = 0 a similar calculation using the estimate (8) yields for some con- 
stant F, 
ILdRfqdo,(x)l <F 1x1 -“- ‘. 
Thus by :he estimate for d(l), 
For M’ slrfliciently large (e.g., M’ > n), the series above converges. Thus for 
some constant A, 
Now because R’ intertwines the differential operators L and 0 and 
because t re series for 4 can be differentiated term by term, 
L’R’m=R’Odcj=R’(o” c y &)=R’( c y q d&m) 
IZOWl=l IbO?H=l 
SO that >y (11) ILdR’&x)l <A IxIPZdP ‘. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 2.2. 
COROLI.ARY 2.3. Let qb~Y(G(n-l,n)) and dEZ+ such thar 
d> t(n - 1). Then RLdR’d exists and belongs to C,(G(n - 1, n)), the space of 
continuous functions on G(n - 1, n) vanishing at infinity. More precisely, 
there exists a constant K’ such that IRLdR’&w, r)l <K’ Irl -‘for all (CO, r) E 
S’-’ x R with Irl 2 1. 
Proof. By the preceding theorem and the assumption on d, 
IL”R’&x)l d K, Ix -2dp ’ 6 K, 1x1 --n (12j 
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for all 1x1 2 1, where K, is a constant. Hence, assuming lrl > 1, 
IRLdR’q4(o, r)l < K,Q,-, 6 tnp2(tZ+r2)-(“2’n dt 
It is also easy to see that RLdR’d is continuous on G(n - 1, n j. 
B. A Kernel Element of R’ 
We next proceed to show that if 4~9(G(n - 1, n)) (n odd), then 
c&RL ‘nP1 “‘R’4 belongs to the nullspace A” of the dual transform 
R’: C(G(n - 1, n)) + C(llY), where c is the constant in Theorem 2.1. Using 
Radon inversion and the fact that R and R’ are adjoint maps, we accom- 
plish this by showing that R’(cb - RL’“- “‘*R’#) annihilates any function 
f E Cp( IF). In order to justify various steps in the computations we need 
the next four lemmas. We assume in these lemmas that n is arbitrary. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let 4 E Y( G(n - 1, n)) and dE Z +. Then there exists a con- 
stant Kd such that for all x’ E S”- ’ and r 2 1, 
$ L”R’d(r.x’) < K,r-:“-‘. 
Proof. By (3 ), 
where P’( j, k, q) = 0 unless j + k = 2d + 1. We expand &o, S) in spherical 
harmonics and proceed as in parts (i)-(iii) of the proof of Theorem 2.2. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let $EY(G(n- l,n)). Then R’It,bl(.~)=O(lx~‘) as 
1x1 + cc. 
Proof: There exists a constant C such that I$(o, s)l < C( I +s*)-’ for 
all (w, S) E s” - ’ x [w. Thus, 
We may assume x = re, = (0, 0 ,..., r), since the integral above is a radial 
function of x. Then 
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In geodefic polar coordinates (p, a) E [0, n] x s” - ’ on S” - ‘, centered at 
e n, we have o,, = cos p and do = sinn - ’ p dp da. Hence 
= @2,%2, _, x( 1 + r2))1’2 (Y> 1) 
and the 1t:mma follows. 
Remarr:. Hertle [ 111 shows that if II/ E C,(G(n - 1, n)), then R’+(x) = 
O( Ix -‘) as 1x1 -+ rxi and that this estimate is the best possible. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let q5~Y(G(n-l,n)), f~Cr(lV), and dEZ+ such that 
d>, #(n - 1). Then 
w, r) RLdR’q5(w, r) do dr = 
s 
R’Rf (x) LdR’#(x) dx 
Da” 
and both integrals converge absolutely. 
ProoJ Consider the function on R”x S”-’ given by (x, o) + 
L”R’$(x) Rf(o, (w, x)). Then 
ss I ~“R’&x) Rf (w ( o,x))~dwdx=O,,j- ILdR’cj(x)l R’JRf((x)dx. W” y-l W” 
By (12) xid the preceding lemma, the integrand on the right-hand side is 
0( Ix.1 -‘- ‘) as 1x1 + cc. Hence Fubini’s Theorem may be applied to the 
integral 
s I L”R’&x) Rf(o, (0, x)) d-x do y-1 pp 
and the I:mma follows. 
LEMMA 2.7. Let dEY(G(n-l,n)), feC,?(iw”), and dEh+ such that 
d>t(n- 1). Then 
j R’Rf(x) LdR’&x) d.u = j LdR’Rf(x) R’$(x) dx. (13) 
R” W” 
ProoJ By Theorem 2.2, the integrands of both sides of (13) are of order 
0( 1x1 -Idm2) so both integrals converge absolutely. We prove by induction 
on k thal 
j R’Rf(x) LdR’qS(x) dx = j L”R’Rf(x) Ld-kR’$(~) d.x (14) 
R” R” 
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for k =0, 1,2 ,..., d. The case k= d proves the lemma. Note that by 
Theorem 2.2 and the assumption on d, the right-hand side of (14) con- 
verges absolutely. 
For k = 0, (14) is a trivial identity. So we assume (14) holds for k, where 
0 ,< k < d. Then by the absolute convergence, 
s LkR’Rf(x) L”-kR’q5(x) d.r LTV 
= lim I LkR’Rf (x) Ld- kR’&~) dx R-x BR 
- 
I 
&LkR’Rf(x) Ld-k-‘R’&x) dx 
SR 1 (15) 
by Green’s Theorem, where B, is the closed ball of radius R about 0, S, its 
boundary, and a, is the normal, or radial, derivative on S,. By 
Theorem 2.2 and Lemma 2.4, there exist constants K, and K, such that for 
all 1.~1 3 1, 
ILkR’Rf(x) a.Ldpk-‘R’&x)I d K, 1.~1 -2dp’ 
la,LkR’Rf(x) Ld-“-‘R’~(x)l <K, 1.~1 p2dp’. 
Consequently the two integrals over S, in (15) vanish as R -+ rx~. By the 
absolute convergence, it follows that 
1 LkR’Rf(x) L”“R’qS(x)dx=j L”+‘R’Rf(x) Ld-k-‘R’&x)d.x. 
R” R” 
This proves the induction step from k to k + 1, and thus the lemma. 
Next we recall the fractional powers Ok4 defined in Section 1. 
LEMMA 2.8. Let q5~Y(G(n - 1, n)) and suppose that dE h+ such that 
d>f(n-1). Then c&CI)~--(~~~‘~* 4 - RLdRKq5 belongs to the nullspace of 
the dual transform RI: C(G(n - 1, n)) -+ C(W), where cd = (- 1)” 
(47r)‘“p’M2 r($z) r(f)-‘. 
ProoJ By Corollary 2.3, RLdR’d E C,(G(n - 1, n)) so R’RL”R’q5 E 
C(W). Iff E C?(W), then by Lemma 5.1, Chapter I of [7], and Lemmas 2.6 
and 2.7, 
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= - R’Rf(x) LdR’q5(x) d-x 
J R” 
= 1 LdR’Rf(x) R’&x) dzr. 
R” 
Now R’Rf(x)=R,~,SZ,‘(f*r~’ )(x)=R,~,R,;‘H,(~-~)Z‘~L~(X). Thus 
since LI’= -P-’ for JOE@, (cf. (89), Chapter I of [7]), 
We thus obtain 
IRAf(.x) R’RLdR’t$(x)dx=c,j-~n((-L)dp’“p”’2f)(~) R’d(x)dvx. (16) 
Now Lemma 1 of [ 161 applied to the singleton {f } yields 
((-L)” ‘,2”‘P “j”)(x) = I”- ’ -‘df(x) = O( Ix -“) as 1x1 + m. (In particular, 
R(( - L)‘- ’ “‘*+ ‘tf)~ C,(G(n - 1, n)) by a proof similar to that of 
Corollary 2.3.) Since we also have R’ I&(x)= O(IxJ -‘), we may apply 
Fubini’s Theorem to the absolutely convergent integral 
is Iw” J+O, (o,x))((-L)d-‘n~‘)~Zf)(x)dwd,u 
to obtain 
1 ((-L)“-‘“- “,2f)(x) R++(x) d.x Iw” 
=R;‘~[sne,Xw R((-L)dp’rr-“‘2f)(co,r)&~,r)d~dr. (17) 
Using Lemma 1.2, Section I, we then have 
i R” f(x) R’RLdR’&x) dx 
(+ Iv2 Rf )(a, r) ~(co, r) dw dr 
= c,R, ’ II s”-,x(iB Rf(w, r)((-o)d-'n-')!2~)(0, r)dodr 
R'((- Cl )d--(n-')~2rj)(~x) dx. 
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Thus, R’( RLdR’b - cd( - 0 )d- ‘,I ~ ‘“‘~5) annihilates all f~ C,““( IFP), so must 
be 0. This proves the lemma. 
COROLLARY. (n odd) Zf ~EY(G(,- 1, n)), then cd - RL’“- ‘)12Rrd 
belongs to the nullspace of the dual transform R’: C( G(n - 1, n)) + C(W), 
Lvhere c = ( -47~) (n-‘W r(g) r(j)--‘. 
Simply let d= t(n - 1) in the preceding lemma. 
C. The Inversion Formula 
The following characterization of the nullspace of the dual transform 
R’: C(G(n - 1, n)) -+ C(R”) is due to Helgason [8,9 3: 
LEMMA 2.9. Let + E C(G(n - 1, n)) such that R’$ =O. For each rE iw, 
define g,,(r) = jsnm I $( w, r) Y,,“(w) dw. Then each g[,,,(r) is a pal-vnomial in r 
of degree at most I - 2. 
Although the proof in [9] is for $ E C”(G(n - 1, n)), it remains valid for 
9 E C(G(n - 1, n)). We note that each g,(r) is continuous in r. 
We can now prove the main result of this section: 
THEOREM 2.10. For any q5Ey(G(n-l,n)) and dEZ+ such that 
d 3 t(n - 1 ), we have 
(RL”R’d)(o, r) = cJ( - El)d~“‘-“~2q5)(~, r) (18) 
for all (w, r ) E s” ~ ’ x [w, bvhere 
Cd= (- 1)747r)(“-“:* f(gl) f(j)-‘. 
Remark. Clearly Theorem 2.10 implies Theorem 2.1. As noted earlier, 
Theorem 2.1 generalizes Theorem 4.5 of [6]. 
Proof Let I,$ = RLdR’b - cd(  - 0 )d-‘n- “:‘q$). By Lemma 2.8, R’+ = 0. 
Hence the Fourier coefficients g,,(r) of II/, as defined in Lemma 2.9, are all 
polynomials in r. But by Lemma 1.1, there exists a constant K” such that 
for all Irl 2 1, wE.!?~‘, 
Icd(( - El)d~‘n-‘)‘2~)(~, r)l <K” (rl”p’p2d<K)I IrI ~-I. 
Using this estimate and that of Corollary 2.3 for RLdR’&w, r), we obtain 
I$(o,r)l <(K’+K”) Irlmm’=Klrl-’ 
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for all cc E s” ~ ‘, Irl > 1. This means that 
as 1~1 + 0~. Hence each g,,Jr) ~0. 
Now ‘or each fixed r, the series +(w, r) = Cl>0 x$2, g,,(r) Y,,(w) con- 
verges it1 L2(s” ‘). Since each g,,(r) E 0, it follows that $(o, r) = 0 for all 
oES”- . Since r is arbitrary, Il/(w, r)=O for all (0, ~)ES”-’ x Iw, and 
Theorent 2.10 is proved. 
Remavks. (1) We can write the formula (18) in the form 
(RL”R’d)(w, r)=c,(Z;-‘-“q5)(0, r) (19) 
where I!-’ mm2d denotes the (one-dimensional) Riesz potential with respect 
to the variable Y. 
(2) :fn is odd, (-0) ~ In - ’ )I2 = I” - ’ - ” is a differential operator. 
We can also provide a new characterization of the range of Cp(ll?) 
under the Radon transform (cf. [7, Theorem 2.10, Chap. I].) 
COROLLARY 2.11. (n odd) Let q5~C’:(G(n- 1,n)). Then ~~ERC;~([W”) if 
and onI- t if L@ ~ “!‘R’b has compact support. 
Prooj: If 4 E RC,.(P’), then L “‘M - ’ ‘R’qh has compact support by the 
Radon inversion formula. On the other hand, if we assume that f = 
L’” - ‘)“*R’d has compact support, thenfe CF( IR”) so by Theorem 2.1, c# = 
RfczRC,“(W). 
COROLLARY 2.12. (n odd) The Plancherel Formula. Let 4, J/E 
Y(G(n - 1, n)). Then 
where c is the constant in Theorem 2.1. 
Pro? ‘: Apply Theorem 2.1 to q5 and Fubini’s Theorem to the integral 
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which converges absolutely by Theorem 2.2. One thus obtains 
RL’“P’)!2R’&w, r) $(o, r) do dr 
= s 88” L’“- “‘*R’&x) R’+(x) d,u, 
proving the corollary. 
3. THE TRANSFORM R,,, 
Let 0 < p <: n. The space G(p, n) is a homogeneous pace of the group 
M(n) of isometries of R”. It is also a fiber bundle over the Grassmannian 
manifold G,, of p-dimensional subspaces of R”, the projection rcP of G(p, n) 
onto G,,, being the mapping which associates to any p-plane in G(p, n) the 
parallel p-plane through the origin. The fiber 7~; ‘(t,) of a p-plane 5, E G,.,, 
is naturally identified with :“,’ 8 KY”-P. 
If F denotes an arbitrary fiber and f a function on G(p, n), then the 
restriction off to F will be denoted f IF. We define the differential operator 
up on Gtp, n) by 
UJ,f)l.=Lifl.)~ .f~ C-(G(p, n)) (1) 
for each fiber F, LF being the Laplacian on F. 
Let q = n - p - 1 and let e, ,..., err be the usual basis of R”. Let EP be the 
subspace [We, + . + [We, (E, = 0 if p = 0) and E, the subspace [We,, 2 + 
. . . + Re, (E, = 0 if q = 0). Also, let HP (respectively HY) be the subgroup of 
M(n) leaving E, (respectively EY) fixed, and let H = HP n H,. Identifying 
M(n) with the group of (n + 1) x (n + 1) matrices of the form (6 ;), where 
k E O(n), u E R” (considered as column vector), we have 
HP= k, E O(P), 
H,= k; E O(n - 
k,EO(n-pp), t’E 
-q),k;EOiq), U’E 
Thus, H, = [O(p) x O(rz - p)] x RP (semidirect product, RP normal), 
H,=[O(n-q)xO(q)] >a [WY (UP normal), and H=O(p)xZzxO(q). We 
then have G(p, n)= M(n)/H, and G(q, n)=M(n)/H,. Note also that H is 
compact. 
Finally, let K,=H,nO(n) (=O(p)xO(n-p)) and K,=H,nO(n) 
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(=O(n --q) x O(q)). We assume that the Haar measures dk on O(n), 
dk, on K,, dk, on O(q) and dh on H are all normalized to have total 
measure 1. 
LEMM.~ 3.1. The spaces G( p, n ) and G( qv n ) are dual homogeneous paces 
of the group M(n). That is to saJ1, the groups M(n), H,, H,, and H satisfy 
the properties: 
(i ) The)’ are all unimodular. 
(ii] If h,E H, such that h,H,c HyH,, then hpE H,. 
(iii] H, H,, is closed in M(n). 
The proof is straightforward and shall be omitted. (See [7, Chap. II] for 
the assumptions underlying homogeneous paces in duality.) 
Let ;‘, g E M(n). By definition, the p-plane 1’ . E, is incident to the q-plane 
g. E, if the cosets yH, and gH,, of M(n) have nonempty intersection [7]. 
LEMMA 3.2. y ’ E, and g. E, are incident if and only if they meet at a 
right an :le. 
Prooj If 1’. E, and g ’ E, are incident, then yH, ngH, # 121, so 
g I;‘. E, = 11,. E,, for some h, E H,. Since h, . E, is perpendicular to E,, it 
follows hat 7 . E, is perpendicular to g. E,. Conversely, if 1’ .E, meets g. E, 
at a rig It angle, then gP ‘y . EI, meets E, at a right angle, so g ~ ‘7. E, = 
h,. E, f jr some h,, E H,. (Any p-plane perpendicular to E, is of the form 
h;E,,, ‘or some ~,EH,.) Hence h;‘g-‘y=h,EH,, and yH,ngH,#@. 
If q= g. E, E G(q, n), let 4 be the set consisting of all 5 E G( p, n) incident 
to ~1. Tlen i c G(p, n) is an orbit of a subgroup conjugate to H,: 4 = 
M,%,lk,~H,)= H, g g ‘/gHg-‘. Similarly, if 5 = 7. E, E G(p, n), then 
the set ,r, which by definition consists of all q E G(q, n) incident to 5, is the 
set ()‘~z;E,I~,EH,}=?IH,~‘~‘/~,H?;-‘. 
In aczordance with [7, Chap. II], we define the transform R,., as the 
abstract Radon transform associated with the double libration 
Wn l/H 
J \ 
G(P, n) G(q, n). 
(3) 
Thus, il f E C,.( G( p, n)), the function R,., f e C( G(q, n)) is given by 
R,,.,fW=j f(t)& 
ti 
(4) 
= s Hq.f‘kk,~ E,) dh,. v=g.E;EG(q,n) 
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where dh, is the Haar measure on H,. We write this transform more 
explicitly, as follows. By (2), each h, E H, can be written uniquely as 
t(u’) . k,, where t( M!) denotes translation by NV EE, and k, E K,. The Haar 
measure on H, is then dh, = dw dk,. Thus 
R,,f(g+,)=j s f(g.t(‘2’).ky.Ep)d,r,dky 
4 4 
* ^ (5) = J J 4 EY f(g.()t,+ky.Ep))du,dky. 
The adjoint to the transform R,,, is the transform Ry,p, given for 
4 E C,.(G(q, n)) by 
R,,B~YE,)=~~ 1; ~(y.(u+k;E,))dlldk,. 
P P 
(6) 
The transforms R,J(and R,,,d) may also be defined if neitherf nor +3 has 
compact support, provided that the integrals (5) and (6) converge 
absolutely. 
It is evident that R, .,,-, = R and R,- ,,. = R’. 
The following lemma shows that the transform R,, intertwines the dif- 
ferential operators 0, on G(p, n) and 0, on G(q, n) defined in (1) and so 
generalizes Proposition 4.4 of [6]. 
LEMMA 3.3. rf f~ Cj-(G(p, n)), then R,.,f~C"(G(q, n)) and 
Rp,yUJpf)= Q&.,f: 
ProoJ That R,,,f E C”(G(q, n)) is clear from (4). Let gE M(n). By the 
M( n )-invariance of fl y, 
Q,(R,,fWE,) 
s2 = +- ax; f , 
~R,,,f(g+,e,+ ... +xpfIepCI+Ey)) 
.f(g.(.u,e,+ ... +.u,+,e,+,+w+k;E,))drzldk, 
a2 
.x,= “. =.x,+,=0 
= +- 
J-Y; + I 
..f(g.(x,e,+ ... +x,+,e,+,+Ir~+k;E,)) dw dk, 
.r,= ,.. = x/, + ,= 0 
(7) 
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Let L,,. c.enote the Laplacian on E,. Then since f is compactly supported, 
O=:j J L,.f(g.(x,e,+ ... +Xp+,ep+L+W+kq.Ep))d~ldkl 
Kq % 
so that 7) equals (L,= Laplacian on IF?) 
Let us examine the integrand above. Since Et = span(e, ..., eP+ ,) and 
k, . E, is a p-dimensional subspace of E+, we can find an orthonormal basis 
(II,,..., u , + , ) of E,’ such that k, . Ep = span(o, ..., vP). Then 
Lfk(~~+k;E,)) 
( 
7 
2.i+ 
2 d2 d2 
= iix; 
. . . +d+- 
ax; ax;+1 + ... +G > 
.f(g.(,x,u,+ ... +.u,u,+x,+,u,+,+x,+2e,+2 
+ ... +x,e,,+k; E,)) 
( 
s2 = - - 
p+,+dsKy+2+ ... +$ 6X2 ‘) 
.f(g.(,K,+,L1,+,+.u,+2e,+2+ ... +x,e,+k;E,)) 
= q ,f(g.(x,+,tr,+,+-K,+2e,+2+ ..* +x,e,+k;E,)) 
since (C, . E,)’ = span( vP + , , eP + ?,..., e,). In particular, if x = MJ E E,, 
then x=xp+2ep+2+ ... +x,e,,, so CL,f(g.(x+k;E,))l,=,.= 
q ,f(g (\r+k; E,)) and by (8) we have 
Q,~&J)k%)= j j n,f(g.(M’+k4.EP))du’clky 
‘G Eu 
= Rp,,(n,f)(g. E,), 
proving the lemma. 
We remark that the algebra D(G(p, n)) of M(n)-invariant differential 
operators on G(p, n) is explicitly described in [S]. (It is generated by 
min( p -I- 1, q + 1) algebraically independent elements.) Using this descrip- 
tion, it is shown in [4] that the transform R,,, intertwines the action of 
D(G(p, n)) and WG(q, n)). 
We are now ready to prove the main result of this paper: 
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THEOREM 3.4. (Inversion Formula for R,,,.) Ler p, q E Z + such that 
n=p+q+l isodd. ThenforanyfEC,“(G(p,n)),wehaue 
%,qf = R,.,( q b"- ')i2Rp,yf), (9) 
where 
C p,4 = ( - 471)(” ~1 V.7 mP+ umkJ+ 1)) 
v-(4,1’ . 
Remarks. (i) If p = 0, then (9) is just the Radon inversion formula. If 
q = 0, (9) is the inversion formula for the dual transform. As we shall see, 
the proof uses both these inversion formulas. 
(ii) The formula (9) bears some resemblance to the inversion formula 
in Theorem 8.2 of [6], but there are significant differences. In the first 
place, in that theorem, a p-plane r E G(p, n) and a q-plane ye E G(q, n) are 
assumed to be incident if and only if they intersect. However, with respect 
to that incidence relation, G(p, n) and G(q, n) are not homogeneous paces 
in duality, either as coset spaces of M(n) or as coset spaces of A(n), the 
group of aftine motions of W. (The subgroup of A(n) keeping a given 
q-plane q fixed is not transitive on i = (5 E G(p, n) 1 t intersects 9 }.) In the 
second place, in Theorem 8.2 of [6], the integral transform f-f from 
functions on G(p, n) to functions of G(q, n) is defined by 
The measure dp in the inner integral is the normalized rotation-invariant 
measure on all p-planes < containing the point UE q, and dm is the 
Euclidean measure on q. This double integral would not normally converge 
unless f belongs to a highly specialized function space (as is the case in that 
theorem), the reason being that arbitrarily small (or zero) angles are 
allowed between 5 and ye in the double integral above. Hence Theorem 3.4 
is quite distinct from Theorem 8.2 of [6], in that it fits in with the axioms 
defining homogeneous paces in duality and in that the integral defining the 
transform R,., has no convergence difficulties. 
Proof: Since the cases p = 0 and q = 0 are already proven, we can 
assume p > 1 and q 2 1. The idea of the proof is to express the map 
f -+ R,,, f as a composition of the Radon transform on W + ’ and the dual 
transform on [wp+ ‘, and then to apply to these maps Radon’s inversion for- 
mula ((4) in Section 1) and the dual transform inversion formula (( 19) in 
Section 2). 
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With this idea in mind, let G(p, E,I) denote the space of p-planes in Et. 
(Note that E~=E,+IWe,+,. ) We define a function R, f on G(p, E,’ ) by 
R,f(O =jEqf(~‘+Z) dbv, 1~ G(P, E,I) 
(10) 
= ~~f(w+y+k;E,)dw I 
if I = y + ‘c4. E,, where y E E,’ and k, E K,. Clearly, R, f E C,“(G(p, E,I)). 
Moreover,, for y E E:, we have by the definition (5) 
R,.,fb + EY) = jK jL f(,! + w + k; E,) dw dk, 
4 v 
= I R,f(y+k;E,)dk, L 
= 
I 
R,f(l) df 
/ 
(11) 
the last irltegral being taken over the set of all I E G(p, E:) containing the 
point y, \vith respect o the canonical measure on that set invariant under 
all rotations about y and of total measure 1. 
It is thus clear that on the fiber n;‘(E,)= Ei, the transform 
R,,, f ( y i- EY) is the dual transform of RJ Therefore, if we apply the dual 
transforn inversion formula (Theorem 2.10 and (19) in the subsequent 
remark) ;md note that p + q is even, we obtain 
s (O’P+‘J’~ZRpyf)(rep+, 4 5 + y + E,) dy = c’Ir?(R, f )(re, + L + E,) ( 12) 
where I;4 denotes the one-dimensional Riesz potential with respect o the 
variable ,., and c’ = ( - 1 )(P+4)/2(471) ‘L’2)p r((p + 1)/2) r(f)-‘. (In obtaining 
(12) fron remark (19) of Section 2, the “ambient space” is Ei, so the “n” in 
that rem;trk is dim E$ =p + 1 in the above case.) Also note that if q is an 
even integer, I,-” is a constant multiple of d4/dry. 
Let k 6: O(n). We similarly define the space of p-planes in (k . E,)’ = 
k. E: by G(p, k. E:). 
As in I IO) above, we detine a function RE f E C:(G(p, k. E,’ )) by 
R;f(l’) = j” f( M.’ + I’) dry’, 
k .E” 
I’EG(p, k. E:). 
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Note that Rk f = Ri’f whenever k * E, = k’ ’ E,. Since I’ = k. 1 for some 
l~G(p, E,I) we may write (13) as follows: 
R;f(I’)=j f(k.(w+l))dtv. 
4 
(14) 
Putting f k-’ = f. k it is thus clear that Ri f(k. I) = R, fk-‘(I) for all 
I E G( p, E$ ). Hence applying ( 12) to the function f k-’ on G( p, Et), we 
obtain 
s EP q ~+~4’2Rp,qf(k.(rep+,+++EEy))d~ 
= c’(lrpqR,kf )(k. (rep+, + E,)). (15) 
As in (12), 1;‘J denotes the one-dimensional Riesz potential with respect o 
the variable r. In particular, if k = k, E K,, (15) becomes 
i (~~fy’~2Rp.yf W; (rep+ I + y+ E,)) dy E/J 
= c’(IrpyR~f )(k, (rep+, + E,)). (16) 
Let us now denote the space of q-planes in E,’ by G(q, E,I ). (Note that the 
dimension of E,’ is q + 1.) We define the function Sf E Cp(G(q, E,I)) by 
Sf(l”) = j f (It”’ + E,) dtc”, I” E G( q, E,’ ). (17) 
I’ 
If I” = I + k, . E,, where x E E,’ and k, E K,, then 
Sf(I”)= j f(x+k;~v+E,)d,v. 
EY 
(18) 
It is clear that Sf is the Radon transform off 1 E; considered as a point 
function on the fiber rc; ‘E, = E,‘. Hence .f 1 E; may be recovered from Sf 
using the Radon inverston formula. 
Each q-plane I” E G(q, E,I) can be written as 1” = k,. (rep+, + E,), where 
k,EK,andrE[W.Ifwelet~=k;e,+,,thenoES”-’nEpl,andI”canbe 
written as I” = (w, r). The pairs (CO, r) and (-0, -r) (and only these pairs) 
give rise to the same 1”. (17) can then also be written 
Sf (0, r) = c f(x + E,) dx. 
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Let us define the function Tf on G(q, E,I) as the one-dimensional Riesz 
potential applied to Sf: 
Tf((0, r)= (- q )y’2 Sf(w, r) = (Z;ySf)(co, r). 
As remar red above, if q is even, Z,-Y is a differential operator. By Radon’s 
inversion formula ((4) in Section 1) 
= 
s V- (k, .E, 1 dk, 7 4 
where&’ =(47c)Y’2r((q+1)/2)Q~)-‘.Butif~=kp.ep+,, thenSf(w,r)= 
V(k,~(r~,+l+E,)), so 
TOO, r)=Z,“(sf)(k;(re,+, +-K,)). 
Then ( 19) becomes 
Ff(E,j = j I,-q(Sf)(k; E,) dk,. (20) 
KF * 
To complete the proof, we examine the relation between Sf and R,“pf, 
defined by (13). By (14) and (18) 
$ff(k; (rep+, +E,))=j f(k;(~~+re,+,+E,))h~ 
4 
Hence 
= W(k; (rep+ I + -6,)). 
Zr7(R$Ok; (rep+, + E,))= z7(YW; (rep+, +-&I). 
From this and (16), we obtain 
I EP 
( 0 :” + Y)~2Rp.yf)(kp . (rep + l +y+E,))dy=c’Z;4(Sfj(k,~(re,+,+E,)) 
so by (2(l), 
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the last equation stemming from the definition of the transform R,,. By 
the M(n)-invariance of the maps f + R,,,f, 4 + R,,,& and of the operator 
0 4, it follows that for all g E M(n) 
c’c”f( g. E,) = R,,,( 0 b” +q)12Rp,q f )( g. E,). 
Since c’? = c P.y, this completes the proof of Theorem 3.4. 
Note. R. Strichartz [20] points out how the transforms R,, (and some 
generalizations) may be inverted using the harmonic analysis on G(p, n). 
(However, there is no explicit inversion formula such as that in (9).) 
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